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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
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SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN 
THE DRAINAGE AREA OF BEAR RIVER 
AND ALL ITS TRIBUTARIES IN UTAH. 
RICHARD M. ESKELSEN, VIRGINIA E. 
ESKELSEN, and LaNEZ NORMAN, 
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vs. 
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Corporation, 
Appellees. 
Case No. 900119 
BRIEF OF APPELLEE 
JURISDICTION OF THE APPELLATE COURT 
Jurisdiction of this matter is conferred on the Utah Supreme 
Court by virtue of Utah Code Ann. §78-3-2(3)(j) and 78-2-2(4)(e) 
(1986). This action was initially filed pursuant to Utah Code 
Ann. §73-4-24 (1962 as amended) and involves water adjudication, 
thus conferring appellate jurisdiction in the Supreme Court of 
Utah. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
The following legal issues are presented for review by the 
Court. The underlying facts of each issue have been determined 
previously by the trial court in its Findings and Judgment. 
1. Do appellants, Eskelsens and Norman, have any water 
rights in the spring area involved in this case by virtue of a 
diligence claim? 
STANDARDS FOR REVIEW 
A. Findings of the trial court are "entitled to a 
presumption of correctness, and on appeal, the evidence 
is surveyed in the light most favorable to the finding. 
If there is reasonable basis in the evidence to support 
the finding, the finding will not be overturned unless 
it is clearly erroneous.11 (footnotes omitted) College 
Irrigation Co. v. Logan River and Blacksmith Fork 
Irrigation Co., 780 P.2d 1241, 1244 (Utah 1989). see 
also Doelle v. Bradley, 784 P.2d 1176, 1178 (Utah 
1989) . 
Furthermore, to establish that a finding is 
clearly erroneous the party challenging the ruling must 
marshal all evidence in support of the finding and then 
show that, when viewed in the light most favorable, 
2 
that the evidence is still insufficient to support the 
finding. Failure to do this may, in and of itself, be 
dispositive of the challenge. College Ins. Co. v Logan 
River and Blacksmith Fork Ins. Co., su^ra. 
B. Statutory interpretations and Conclusions of 
Law are reviewed for correctness by an Appellate Court 
and no particular deference is given to the trial court 
opinion. Doelle v. Bradley, supra at 1179. 
2. Did the City of Perry loose any water rights by an 
alleged five years of nonuse? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Same as 1 A. 
3. Does partial forfeiture apply to municipal water 
rights? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Same as a 1 A. and 1 B. 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS 
Article XI, Section 6, of the Utah Constitution provides 
that: 
No municipal corporation, shall directly 
or indirectly, lease, sell, alien or dispose 
3 
of any waterworks, water rights, or sources 
of water supply now, or hereafter to be owned 
or controlled by it; but all such waterworks, 
water rights and sources of water supply now 
owned or hereafter to be acquired by any 
municipal corporation, shall be preserved, 
maintained and operated by it for supplying 
its inhabitants with water at reasonable 
charges: Provided, That nothing herein 
contained shall be construed to prevent any 
such municipal corporation from exchanging 
water rights, or sources of water supply, for 
other water rights or sources of water supply 
of equal value, and to be devoted in like 
manner to the public supply of its 
inhabitants. 
UTAH CODE ANN. §73-1-4(1)(a) (1953 as amended) governs the 
forfeiture of water rights in Utah and provides that: 
"(l)(a) When an appropriator or his successor 
in interest abandons or ceases to use water 
for a period of five years, the right ceases, 
unless, before the expiration of the five-
year period, the appropriator or his 
successor in interest files a verified 
application for an extension of time with the 
state engineer." 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
The Town of Perry (hereinafter referred to as Perry) is a 
municipal corporation organized pursuant to the laws of the State 
of Utah. Originally Perry's incorporated name was the "Town of 
Perry". Perry is now classified as a third class City. (Finding 
No. 1, R. 262). 
Perry is the record owner of certain real property located 
in Box Elder County, State of Utah, containing 41.3 acres more or 
4 
less. Said property is referred to in Box Elder County 
Recorder's Office as tract No. 03-159-0036, and is located in the 
South 1/2 of Section 36, Township 9 North, Range 2 West, SLB&M. 
(Finding No. 2, R.262). 
The points of diversion of all water rights claimed by all 
parties (Perry, Eskelsens, and Norman) are located on the real 
property owned by Perry. (Finding No. 3, R. 262). 
The real property owned by Perry is located above the Pine-
View Canal on the west facing foothills of the Wasatch Mountain 
range. The spring areas consist of various ifseeps" and "springs" 
in an approximate 800 x 400 foot sized area. (Finding No. 4, 
R.262). The spring area has been referred to over the years as 
the "Stokes Springs", "Walker Springs", and "George Davis 
Springs". While different names have been given to the springs, 
the water all comes from a common source and these different 
spring names all refer to the same basic area. Hereinafter the 
term "spring area" refers to the "Stokes, Walker and Davis 
Springs" as well as other waters in the described area. 
Because of certain geologic conditions, water falling as 
snow or rain upon higher elevations above the spring area, 
infiltrates the ground until it is interrupted by the formations 
in the spring area and spills or seeps onto the surface as 
"springs". (Finding No. 5, R. 262a). 
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Perry claims water rights in the spring area pursuant to a 
Statement of Water Users Claim, Code No. 29, Serial No. 2869, Map 
No. 100C. (Def. Ex. 9). Perry claims priority to its water 
rights prior to 1897 by virtue of "diligence use". (Finding No. 
7, R. 262a, 263). 
The petitioners, Richard M. Eskelsen and Virginia E. 
Eskelsen, his wife, (hereinafter referred to as "ESKELSENS") 
claimed an interest in certain water rights in the spring area 
pursuant to a Statement of Water Users Claim to Diligence Rights 
No. 538 filed by Ruby L. Davis on March 29, 1957 in the spring 
area. This water right was also evidenced by a Statement of 
Water Users Claim No. 29-1864. (Ex. 7, Finding No. 8, R. 263). 
LaNez Norman (hereinafter referred to as ("Norman") claimed 
a one-half interest in certain water rights pursuant to a 
Statement of Water Users Claim to Diligence Rights No. 538 filed 
by Mrs. Ruby L. Davis on March 29, 1957, (the other one-half 
interest was claimed by petitioners, Eskelsen). (Ex. 7). This 
water right is also evidenced as Claim No. 29-934. (Finding No. 
9, R. 263). 
Eskelsen further claims water rights pursuant to approved 
Application No. 29-2973 (A59399) (Ex. 5) filed by Eskelsen for 
appropriation of .1 second foot of water from this spring area 
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with a priority date of October 14, 1983. (Finding No, 10, 
R.263) . 
Based upon the testimony of Gary Packer, (Tr. 204) a 
licensed abstracter, and pursuant to Abstracts of Title and 
recorded deeds introduced as evidence (Def. Ex. 13), the Court 
found that prior to 1900 a family by the name of "Stokes" owned 
the Southwest Quarter of Section 36, Township 9 North, Range 2 
West, containing 160 acres. The Stokes family received their 
title pursuant to a patent from the United States of America in 
1897. (Finding No. 11, R. 263, 264). 
The Stokes family developed and diverted water from the 
"spring area" on the real property now owned by Perry, for 
domestic, livestock and irrigation uses on the 160 acres owned by 
them. (Finding No. 13, R. 264). 
Through a series of land purchases Perry acquired 
approximately 70 acres of property in Section 36, Township 9 
North, Range 2 West, and obtained all water rights belonging to 
its grantors. (Testimony of Packer, Tr. 20^). These included 
all water rights in the "spring area". Copies of the various 
deeds were received in evidence at trial. (Def. Ex. 13). 
(Finding No. 14, R.264). 
The petitioners, Eskelsen and Norman, trace title to their 
respective parcels of presently owned real property through a 
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Warranty Deed conveyed from the Town of Perry as grantor, to a 
Maud Davenport as grantee. The deed was dated March 21, 1933. 
(R. 20, 21). (Finding No. 15, R. 264). 
The Utah Constitution, specifically Article XI, Section 6, 
prohibits a city from directly or indirectly selling or disposing 
of water rights. Accordingly, when Perry City conveyed real 
property to Maud Davenport, no water rights in the spring area 
could have been transferred from Perry to Maud Davenport by 
operation of law. (Finding No. 16, R. 265) . 
The Court, therefore, found that Eskelsen's and Norman's 
claims to water rights in the "Stokes Springs, Walker Springs, 
and George Davis Spring" area (which water right claim as 
originally filed by Ruby Davis as Diligence Claim No. 538) 
(Ex. 7), failed as a matter of law because of the inability of 
Perry to transfer water rights by its conveyance to Maud 
Davenport. (Conclusions No. 6, R.269). 
After Perry obtained its water rights in the "Stokes, 
Walker, and Davis Spring" areas in 1917, Perry diverted the 
water, constructed collection and distribution systems, and 
utilized the water in its culinary water system. (While no one 
testified to all the uses made of the water by the original land 
owners prior to 1903, the records indicate that irrigation and 
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domestic, household and stock watering uses yere made.) (Finding 
No. 18, R. 265). 
Perry, in 1917, placed the water into the town's culinary 
water system. The quantity of water collected and used by Perry 
varied from approximately one-fourth to one-third of a second 
foot, or between 112 to 150 gallons per minute from the spring 
area depending upon climatic conditions. (Finding No. 19, R. 
265, 265a). 
Perry continued to use the water in its culinary water 
system from 1917 until May, 1964. (Finding No. 20, R. 265a). 
In 1964, after water tests showed some impurities in the 
water, Perry discontinued placing the water into its main 
distribution system. (Findings No. 21,R. 265a). Perry did 
continue to serve water to two homes, referred to as the Davis 
and Dunn homes, from the "spring area11. Perry constructed the 
collection and distribution facilities that were used to furnish 
the water to these homes and rented the remainder of the water on 
a year to year basis to Elmer Matthews until 1984. (Finding No. 
24, R. 266). 
From 1964 to 1984 the quantity of water collected from the 
spring area was still approximately 1/3 second foot during peak 
flows. (Finding No. 22, R. 265a). 
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In 1984 Perry again placed all its water from the "Stokes, 
Walker, and Davis Spring" area into its culinary distribution 
water system and Perry has used the water in their culinary water 
system from that date. (Finding No. 25, R. 266). 
The amount of water able to be collected form the "Stokes, 
Walker, and Davis Spring" areas varies because of climatic 
conditions, with more water flowing in the spring and less water 
flowing towards fall and winter seasons. In 1984 the State 
Engineer's Office measured 150 gallons per minute, or 1/3 second 
foot. (Finding No. 26, R. 266). 
Perry's water measurements from 1984 to the present also 
indicate that the amount of water varies from year to year 
depending upon snow and rain fall conditions. Perry's water 
measurements have ranged from 28 million gallons per year to less 
than 13 million gallons per year. (Finding No. 27, R. 266). 
There was substantial evidence introduced at trial, and the 
Court's personal view of the area led the Court to believe, that 
there has been a lack of maintenance in any claimed water 
collection system of Norman and Eskelsen. (Finding No. 29, R. 
2 67). The Court further found that the water collection systems 
claimed by Eskelsen and Norman were constructed and developed by 
Perry. 
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The Court found that Perry has not forfeited any water right 
by nonuse form 1964 to 1984, but has maintained its water rights 
through servicing of culinary water to at least two homes and 
renting of the water to an individual for irrigation for each 
year from 1964 up to 1984, when Perry was able to place the water 
back into its culinary water system. (Finding No. 30, R.267). 
Perry established by clear and convincing evidence a water 
right in and to the "spring area" for a quantity of water not to 
exceed 150 gallons per minute, which was first utilized and 
developed prior to 1897 and has been utilized and maintained 
continuously up to the present time. (Finding No. 31, R. 267). 
The only valid application for water rights held by Eskelsen 
is "approved" application No. 29-2973 (A59399) for .1 second foot 
with a priority date of October 14, 1983. this application is 
subject to the conditions specified in the State Engineer's 
memorandum decision dated April 27, 1984. The Court specifically 
found that Perry's water rights are valid and superior to this 
approved application. (Finding No. 32, R. 267, 268). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Perry is the record owner of certain real property located 
along the face of the Wasatch Mountains east of the Pine View 
Canal and east of two residences; one owned by the petitioners, 
Eskelsen, and one owned by LaNez Norman. The "Stokes, Walker, 
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and Davis Spring" area is located upon the real property owned by 
Perry City, 
Perry has made a valid appropriation of water by virtue of 
diverting and placing water to beneficial use prior to 1897 
and has continually used its water rights in the "Stokes, Walker, 
and Davis Spring" area from prior to 1897 to the present date. 
The quantity of water appropriated by Perry City is one-third 
second foot or not more than 150 gallons per minute. 
The petitioners, Eskelsens, and the claimant, Norman, are 
not entitled to claim any water rights in the spring area 
pursuant to any "Diligence Claim" by virtue of the fact that at 
one time in the Eskelsen and Norman chain of title, Perry was the 
record owner of both Eskelsen1s and Norman's parcels of property, 
and Perry conveyed said property to one of their predecessors in 
interest, Maud Davenport in 193 3. Therefore, pursuant to the 
constitutional provisions of the State of Utah, Perry was 
prohibited from transferring any water rights to Davenport. 
Therefore, any water rights of Eskelsens or Norman in and to 
the "Stokes, Walker, Davis Spring" area would have to be made 
pursuant to the appropriation statutes in effect in the State of 
Utah after 1933. The only application made, after 1933 was the 
approved application of Eskelsens for .1 second foot with a 
priority date of October 14, 1983. The time for completion for 
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this application has been extended, but at this date the water 
sought by the application has not been put to beneficial use, nor 
have any diversion works been constructed by the applicant. This 
application is subject to Perry's water rights and subject to the 
conditions of the State Engineer's Memorandum Decision dated 
April 27, 1984. 
Perry never forfeited any water right by nonuse and since 
Perry always used the 1/3 second foot, partial or proportionate 
forfeiture does not apply because of the strong public policy of 
a municipality being prohibited from directly or indirectly 
disposing of water rights. Therefore, in order for Perry City to 
have lost any water rights they would have had to totally and 
completely not placed any water from the "Stokes, Walker and 
Davis Spring" area to a beneficial use for a period of at least 
five years. Furthermore, Perry and other municipalities 
appropriate water from wells, springs, or surface flows, and 
municipalities try to reduce expenses by not pumping wells except 
when situations require, it would be contrary to public policy to 
allow partial or proportionate forfeiture. 
The dynamics of municipal water systems are such that 
economics may dictate changes in water systems and relative uses 
of water sources; forfeiture because of a temporary reduction on 
one area would be inappropriate and contrary to public policy. 
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Perry City has not interfered with any water rights of 
Eskelsens or Normans and, therefore, the judgment of the trial 
court should be affirmed. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
ESKELSENS AND NORMAN DO NOT HAVE ANY WATER 
RIGHTS BY VIRTUE OP A DILIGENCE CLAIM. 
Appellants argue that they have rights in the water from the 
springs due to a diligence claim filed with the state engineer in 
1957. 
With regards to this question a brief review of the history 
of the property might prove helpful. 
Perry City owned the property and began diligent use of the 
water from the sources involved in this case prior to 1897. 
Perry, furthermore, obtained all water rights in the property in 
1917. 
In 1933 Perry conveyed a parcel of property to Mrs. Maud 
Davenport. This conveyance could not have included any 
appurtenant water rights due to explicit restriction of the Utah 
Constitution. 
The Utah Constitution in Article XI, Section 6 it says: 
Sec. 6. [Municipalities forbidden to sell 
waterworks or rights.] 
No municipal corporation, shall directly 
or indirectly, lease, sell, alien or dispose 
of any waterworks, water rights, or sources 
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of water supply now, or hereafter to be owned 
or controlled by it; but all such waterworks, 
water rights and sources of water supply now 
owned or hereafter to be acquired by any 
municipal corporation, shall be preserved, 
maintained and operated by it for supplying 
its inhabitants with water at reasonable 
charges: Provided, That nothing herein 
contained shall be construed to prevent any 
such municipal corporation from exchanging 
water rights, or sources of water supply, for 
other water rights or sources of water supply 
of equal value, and to be devoted in like 
manner to the public supply of its 
inhabitants. 
Davenport later conveyed the property in question, which 
came to rest with Mrs. Ruby Davis. Davis filed the "diligence 
claim" to the water right in 1957, as previously mentioned. This 
was done pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §73-5-13 (1953). It is from 
this filing that appellants claim their water rights because 
their title flows from that of Davis. 
In a normal situation between two privkte parties, a claim 
of diligence, filed with the state engineer would give prima 
facie evidence of having established a water right. Utah Code 
Ann. §73-5-13 (1953). 
However, as the trial court specifically found, there were 
no water rights from a "diligence use" that appellants or even 
Ruby Davis could claim. Having a municipal corporation as a 
prior party in the chain of title does not allow voluntary 
transfer of a water right. The municipal corporation cannot make 
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such a transfer because of constitutional prohibition. Utah 
Constitution Article XI, Section 6, supra. The Utah Supreme 
Court, in looking at this very question, has said that they 
"construe Article XI, Section 6 as barring any voluntary 
transfer, directly or indirectly, of water rights." Nephi City 
v. Hansen, 779 P.2d 673, 675 (Utah 1989). 
Appellants, therefore, have mistakenly assumed that they 
held such rights when a search of the chain of title to the 
property would have demonstrated the presence of a municipal 
owner in the past. When such an entity is found in the chain of 
title the appellants would in essence be on notice that rights 
may be different than otherwise could be assumed. 
Given the facts, no diligence claim by appellants or other 
prior owners, could cause the voluntary transfer of water rights 
from a municipal corporation to a private owner. 
As for appellant's argument that the claim is prima facie 
evidence, this type of evidence, by definition, "is merely that 
(evidence) which suffices for proof of a particular fact until 
overcome by other evidence." Words and Phrases, Prima facie 
evidence, 33A, 181, (1971) (emphasis added). In this case the 
evidence used by appellants is rebutted not only by the facts of 
the case but by provisions of the Utah Constitution. 
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Furthermore, this question was specifically addressed in the 
findings, conclusions and judgment of the trial court. 
Appellants have failed to show in their brief any factual reason 
why the trial court's Findings should not be affirmed, as is 
required by the standard of review in this case. 
POINT II 
PERRY CITY DID NOT LOSE ANY WATER RIGHTS 
BECAUSE OF AN ALLEGED FIVE-YEAR NONUSE. 
As shown previously, the Utah Constitution restricts a 
municipal corporation from voluntary transfer of its own water 
rights. The Utah Supreme Court, however, has recently said that 
while voluntary transfer is prohibited, an involuntary loss of 
rights can occur through nonuse. Nephi City v. Hansen, 779 P.2d 
673 (Utah 1989) Thus, in Nephi City the court settles any 
conflict between Article XI, Section 6 of the Utah Constitution 
and Utah Code Ann. §73-1-4. This code section provides for 
forfeiture of water rights in some instances. 
In Nephi City, the municipality did not use its non-
consumptive water rights for approximately 30 years. As a result 
the Utah Supreme Court found an involuntary forfeiture of rights 
due to this nonuse. 779 P.2d 673. 
Nephi City can be distinguished from the case now before the 
court. Nephi City's complete nonuse proved fatal to its rights 
17 
to the water. Unlike Nephi, Perry City has always and 
continually put the water to beneficial use. 
The trial court specifically found that Perry has always 
used at least 1/3 second feet of water. Since obtaining rights 
to the water in 1917, Perry diverted the water and used it in its 
culinary water system. This use continued until 1964. 
In 1964, Perry removed the water from its main distribution 
system but continually serviced two homes with this water and 
rented the remainder on a year-to-year basis. 
In 1984, Perry replaced part of its collection system and 
once again placed all of the water back into its culinary 
distribution system where it has remained to the present time. 
The statute provides that forfeiture can only occur by: 
"the holding of a water right without use by 
any municipality...to meet the reasonable 
future requirements of the public, shall 
constitute reasonable cause for such non-
use." (Emphasis added) Utah Code Anno. 
§73-1-4 (as amended in 1988). 
Thus, Perry has complied with the statute by maintaining 
continual, uninterrupted use of water from the springs; has never 
forfeited because of nonuse; and, therefore, has not lost its 
rights in the water. 
Furthermore, the trial court found that Perry was in 
continual use of the water as a finding of fact. Appellant has 
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shown no reason why this finding should be overturned as is 
required by the standard of review. For this and other reasons 
stated above, this court should find no loss of water rights 
through nonuse. 
POINT III 
DOES PARTIAL FORFEITURE APPLY TO 
MUNICIPAL WATER RIGHTS? 
Appellants seem to argue in their brietf that if total 
forfeiture were not to be found in a case like this one, that a 
municipality could forfeit a part or portion of its water rights 
due to changes in water allocation, etc. 
This partial forfeiture would be contrary to public policy 
as well as the policy recently set out in Nephi City v. Hansen, 
779 P.2d 673. 
These policy reasons begin with the provision set out in the 
Utah Constitution. As stated before, it mandates no direct or 
indirect voluntary disposal. 
Furthermore, to require that a municipality use all water at 
all times is contrary to the very reason for owning water in the 
first place. It is generally held that an appropriator of water 
is not limited in its application to the original use. On the 
contrary, the water can be applied to the beneficial use of 
choice and changing from one use to another should not lessen 
19 
rights nor cause a forfeiture of priority. 78 Am Jur 2d 767 
§332. 
Furthermore, if this were not true, and a change of 
circumstances occurred by which the use of water for a purpose 
first contemplated became no longer profitable, it would result 
in a practical destruction of the appropriator's interest therein 
and in a loss by him of all the water and of all the appliances 
by which it had been conveyed, however valuable. The 
appropriation having become perfected by the diversion of the 
water and its application to a useful purpose, the appropriator 
and his successors in interest acquire the right to use the water 
thus actually appropriated either for the purpose originally 
contemplated or for any other lawful purpose. In re Water Rights 
in Alpine Creek, 224 P.29 (Wash. 1924) (quoting 27 R.C.L. 1279). 
Therefore, ownership should allow use as is seen fit and 
needed and those needs may evolve due to necessity and expense. 
As the trial court said, municipalities appropriate water 
from wells, springs, surface flows, etc. and they try to reduce 
expense by refraining from pumping wells except when situations 
require. To allow that such an instance of temporary nonuse 
would result in forfeiture of those rights would be contrary to 
water policy. 
20 
Economics may dictate changes in water supply systems and 
use of sources. Those changes should be allowed as long as the 
water is beneficially used. To loose water rights in these 
instances would result in inefficient use by the cities who would 
have to use all water at all times even if only by waste. 
The decision in Nephi City v. Hansen is also a re-
enforcement of a policy of beneficial use. While not stated in 
the opinion, the Utah Supreme Court was, in essence, mandating 
efficient use of a water source. In an arid state like Utah, 
this is essential. 
Not using water at all, as Nephi was doing, can never be 
beneficial and promotes waste. Id. at 673. Conversely, Perry 
City's uses may have evolved but these uses have always been 
beneficial. 
Partial forfeiture, for a potential myriad of reasons, is 
simply unwise public water policy. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated throughout this brief, the judgment 
of the trial court should be affirmed. The trial court was 
correct in finding neither a diligence claim nor alleged nonuse 
would result in forfeiture of water rights by Perry City. Also 
partial forfeiture should not be part of Utah's municipal water 
policy. 
21 
Appellants, further, have the burden to show reasons for not 
affirming the trial court's decision. Failing to meet this 
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A Party In Interest. 
1 FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
) Civil NO. 860020079 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing before the 
above-entitled court, the Honorable F. L. Gunnell, District 
Odse NO. MrOO^niv^^ 
Eskelsen vs. Perry City Continued 
Findings of Fact 
Judge, presiding and sitting without a jury on December 6th and 
7th, 1989. Various witnesses were called and testified in behalf 
of the petitioners and in behalf of the defendant. The court 
having heard the evidence and being fully familiar in the 
premises issues the following Findings of Fact: 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
1. The Town of Perry (hereinafter referred to as Perry) is 
a municipal corporation organized pursuant to the laws of the 
State of Utah. Originally Perry was incorporated as the "Town of 
Perry". It is now classified as a third class City. 
2. Perry is the record owner of certain real property 
located in Box Elder County, State of Utah, containing 41.3 acres 
more or less. Said property is referred to in Box Elder County 
Recorder's Office as tract No. 03-159-0036, and is located in the 
South 1/2 of Section 36, Township 9 North, Range 2 West, SLB&M. 
3. The points of diversion of all water rights claimed by 
all parties (Perry, Eskelsens, and Norman) are located on the 
real property owned by Perry. 
4. The real property owned by Perry is located above the 
Pine-View Canal on the west facing foothills of the Wasatch 
Mountain range. The spring areas consist of various "seeps" and 
"springs" in an approximate 800 x 400 foot sized area. The 
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spring area has been referred to over the years as the "Stokes 
Springs", "Walker Springs", and "George Davis Springs". While 
different names have been given to the springs, the water all 
comes from a common source and these different spring names all 
refer to the same basic area. Hereinafter the term "spring area" 
refers to the "Stokes, Walker and Davis Springs" as well as other 
waters in the described area. 
5. Because of certain geologic conditions, water falling as 
snow or rain upon higher elevations above the spring area, 
infiltrates the ground until it is interrupted by the formations 
in the spring area and spills or seeps onto the surface as 
"springs". 
6. There is currently being adjudicated in the First 
District Court under Utah Code Anno. §73-4-1 et seq a "General 
Determination of Rights to the Use of all Water, both Surface and 
Underground, within the Drainage Area of Bear River and all its 
Tributaries in Utah". This general adjudication has been ongoing 
for several years. The present action is filed under Utah Code 
Anno. §73-4-24 and only involves claims to water rights in the 
above mentioned "spring area". 
7. Perry claims water rights in the spring area pursuant to 
a Statement of Water Users Claim, Code No. 29, Serial No. 2869, 
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Map No. 100C Perry claims priority to its water rights prior to 
1897 by virtue of "diligence use". 
8. The petitioners, Richard M. Eskelsen and Virginia E. 
Eskelsen, his wife, (hereinafter referred to as "ESKELSEN") 
claimed an interest in certain water rights in the spring area 
pursuant to a Statement of Water Users Claim to Diligence Rights 
No. 538 filed by Ruby L. Davis on March 29, 1957 in the spring 
area. This water right was also evidenced by a Statement of 
Water Users Claim No. 29-1864. 
9. LaNez Norman (hereinafter referred to as "Norman") 
claimed a one-half interest in certain water rights pursuant to a 
Statement of Water Users Claim to Diligence Rights No. 538 filed 
by Mrs. Ruby L. Davis on March 29, 1957, (the other one-half 
interest was claimed by petitioners, Eskelsen). This water right 
is also evidenced as Claim No. 29-934. 
10. Eskelsen further claims water rights pursuant to 
approved Application No. 29-2973 (A59399) filed by Eskelsen for 
appropriation of .1 second foot of water from this spring area 
with a priority date of October 14, 1983. 
11. Based upon the testimony of Gary Packer, a licensed 
abstracter, and pursuant to Abstracts of Title and recorded deeds 
introduced as evidence, the court finds that prior to 1900 a 
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family by the name of "Stokes" owned the Southwest Quarter of 
Section 36, Township 9 North, Range 2 West, containing 160 acres. 
The Stokes family received their title pursuant to a patent from 
the United States of America in 1897. 
12. Records of the Box Elder County Recorder's Office 
indicate that as early as 1892 the Stokes family entered into 
contracts with Stark Brothers for the purchase of trees for an 
orchard containing 50 acres. 
13. The Stokes family developed and diverted water from 
"spring area" on the real property now owned by Perry, for 
domestic, livestock and irrigation uses on the 160 acres owned by 
them. 
14. Through a series of land purchases Perry acquired 
approximately 70 acres of property in Section 36, Township 9 
North, Range 2 West, and obtained all water rights belonging to 
its grantors. These included all water rights in the "spring 
area". Copies of the various deeds were received in evidence as 
Defendant's Exhibit 13. 
15. The petitioners, Eskelsen, and Norman trace title to 
their respective parcels of presently owned real property through 
a Warranty Deed conveyed from the Town of Perry as grantor, to a 
Maud Davenport as grantee. The deed was dated March 21, 1933. 
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16. The Utah Constitution, specifically Article XI, Section 
6, prohibits a city from directly or indirectly selling or 
disposing of water rights. Accordingly, when Perry City conveyed 
real property to Maud Davenport, no water rights in the spring 
area could have been transferred from Perry to Maud Davenport by 
operation of law. 
17. The court, therefore, finds that Eskelsenfs and 
Norman's claims to water rights in the "Stokes Springs, Walker 
Springs, and George Davis Spring" area (which water right claim 
was originally filed by Ruby Davis as Diligence Claim No. 538), 
fails as a matter of law because of the inability of Perry to 
transfer water rights by its conveyance to Maud Davenport. 
18. After Perry obtained its water rights in the "Stokes, 
Walker, and Davis Spring" areas in 1917, Perry diverted the 
water, constructed collection and distribution systems, utilized 
the water in its culinary water system. (While no one testified 
to all the uses made of the water by the original land owners, 
the records indicate that irrigation, and domestic, household and 
stock watering uses were made.) 
19. Perry, apparently, never filed any application for 
change of use with the State Engineer's office in 1917, but did 
place the water into the townfs culinary water system. 
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The quantity of water collected and used by terry varied from 
approximately one-fourth to one-third of a second foot, or 
between 112 to 150 gallons per minute from the spring area 
depending upon climatic conditions. 
20. Perry continued to use the water in its culinary water 
system from 1917 until May, 1964. 
21. In 1964, after water tests showed some impurities in 
the water, Perry discontinued placing the water into its main 
distribution system. Perry did continue to serve water to two 
homes, referred to as the Davis and Dunn homes, from the "spring 
area11 and rented the remainder of the water on a year to year 
basis to Elmer Matthews until 1984. 
22. From 1964 to 1984 the quantity of water collected from 
the spring area was still approximately 1/3 second foot during 
peak flows. 
23. The spring area shows that over the years different 
attempts at developing the "springs" have been made. There are 
localized excavations and pieces of pipe on the surface 
consisting of clay-tile, iron and most recently plastic pipe. 
There is also an abandoned reservoir and distribution line on 
i 
i 
Per ry ' s property which was formerly used by i>erry. 
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24. Perry constructed collection and distribution 
facilities that were used to collect and furnish water to the 
Dunn and Davis homes. 
25. In 1984 Perry again placed all its water from the 
"Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring11 area into its culinary 
distribution water system and Perry has used the water in their 
culinary water system from that date. 
26. The amount of water able to be collected from the 
"Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring" areas varies because of 
climatic conditions, with more water flowing in the spring and 
less water fLowing towards fall and winter seasons. In 1984 the 
State Engineer's Office measured 150 gallons per minute, or 1/3 
second foot. 
27. Perry!s water measurements from 1984 to the present 
also indicates that the amount of water varies from year to year 
depending upon snow and rain fall conditions. Perry's water 
measurements have ranged from 28 million gallons per year to less 
than 13 million gallons per year. 
28. Based upon expert testimony introduced at trial, the 
court finds that the water surfacing in the "spring area" comes 
from a common source. The common source is the mountains lying 
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East of the spring area. 
29. There was substantial evidence introduced at trial, and 
the court's personal view of the area leads the court to believe 
that there has been a lack of maintenance in any claimed water 
collection system of Norman and Eskelsen. The court further 
finds that the water collection systems claimed by Eskelsen and 
Norman were constructed and developed by Perry. 
30. The court finds that Perry has not forfeited any water 
right by non-use from 1964 to 1984, but has maintained its water 
rights through servicing of culinary water to at least two homes 
and renting of the water to an individual for irrigation for each 
year from 1964 up to 1984, when Perry was able to place the water 
back into its culinary water system. 
31. Perry has established by clear and convincing evidence 
a water right in and to the "spring area" for a quantity of watei 
not to exceed 150 gallons per minute, which was first utilized 
and developed prior to 1897 and has been utilized and maintained 
continuously up to the present time. 
32. The only valid application for water rights held by 
Eskelsen is "approved" application No. 29-2973 (A59399) for .1 
second foot with a priority date of October 14, 1983. This 
application is subject to the conditions specified in the State 
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Engineer's memorandum decision dated April 27, 1984. This court 
specifically finds that Perry's water rights are valid and 
superior to this approved application. 
33. Norman does not have any water rights in the "Stokes, 
Walker, and Davis Spring" area. 
AS CONCLUSIONS OF LAW FROM THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT 
THE COURT CONCLUDES: 
1. This is a proceeding initiated by the petitioners, 
Eskelsens, seeking a determination as to the extent, ownership 
and relative priorities of water rights of Perry City, Eskelsen, 
and LaNez Norman pursuant to UTAH CODE ANNOTATED §73-4-24 (1981 
as amended). 
2. LaNez Norman is a person interested in said dispute who 
was given notice and filed an "Entry of Appearance, and Claim of 
Water Right" in said action and consented to the adjudication of 
any water rights claimed by said Norman in the "Stokes, Walker, 
and Davis Spring" area. 
3. Following the signing of the Judgment and Decree, the 
decision of this court, unless modified or reversed on appeal, 
shall control the rights of Eskelsens, Perry and Norman in and to 
the water involved in the "Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring" 
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area, until a final Decree in the General Determination suit is 
entered. 
4. Perry is the record owner of certain real property 
located along the face of the Wasatch Mountains east of two 
residences owned by the petitioners, Eskelsens, and Norman. The 
"Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring" area is located upon the real 
property owned by Perry City. The parcel of property owned by 
Perry is referred to as tract #03-159-0036 located in the South 
1/2 of Section 36, Township 9 North, Range 2 West, SLB&M, 
consisting of 41.3 acres. The spring is approximately 800 x 400 
feet in dimension. 
5. Perry has made a valid appropriation of water by virtue 
of diverting and placing water to beneficial use prior to 1897 
and has continually used its water rights in the "Stokes, Walker, 
and Davis Spring" area from prior to 1897 to the present date. 
The quantity of water appropriated by Perry City is 
one-third second foot or not more than 150 gallons per minute. 
6. The petitioners, Eskelsens, and the claimant, Norman, 
are not entitled to claim any water rights pursuant to a 
"Diligence Claim" by virtue of the fact that at one time in the 
Eskelsen and Norman chain of title, Perry was the record owner of 
both Eskelsen!s and Norman's parcels of property, and Perry 
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conveyed said property to one of their predecessors in interest, 
Maud Davenport. Therefore, pursuant to the constitutional 
provisions of the State of Utah, Perry was prohibited from 
transferring any water rights to Davenport, Therefore, any water 
rights of Eskelsens or Norman in and to the "Stokes, Walker, 
Davis Spring" area would have to be made pursuant to the 
appropriation statutes in effect in the State of Utah after 1933. 
The only application made, after 1933, was the approved 
application of Eskelsens No. 29-2973 (A59399) for .1 second foot 
with a priority date of October 14, 1983. The time for 
completion for this application has been extended, but at this 
date the water sought by the application has not been put to 
beneficial use, nor have any diversion works been constructed by 
the applicant. This application is subject to Perry's water 
rights and the conditions of the State Engineer's memorandum 
decision dated April 27, 1984. 
7. While finding as a factual matter that Perry never 
forfeited any water right by non-use, since it always used the 
1/3 second foot, the court is, also, of the opinion that partial 
or proportionate forfeiture does not apply in the State of Utah 
because of the strong public policy of a municipality being 
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prohibited from directly or indirectly disposing of water rights. 
Therefore, in order for Perry to have lost any water rights it 
would have had to totally and completely not placed any water in 
the "Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring" area to a beneficial use 
for a period of at least five years. The court further concludes 
that since this municipality and other municipalities appropriate 
water from wells, springs, or surface flows, and municipalities 
try to reduce expenses by not pumping wells except when 
situations require, it would be contrary to public policy to 
allow partial or proportionate forfeiture for periods when fiscal 
policy or other urgencies allowed temporary non-use of a water 
source to exist. 
8. The dynamics of municipal water systems are such that 
economics may dictate changes in water supply systems and 
relative uses of water sources; forfeiture because of a temporary 
reduction in one area would be inappropriate and contrary to 
public policy. 
9. The court finds that Perry has not interfered with any 
water rights of Eskelsens or Normans. 
10. Any water rights the Eskelsens may have are subservient 
to Perry's water rights. 
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11. Norman does not have any water rights in the spring 
area. 
DATED this &)(fl day of February, 1990. 
BY THE COURT: 
F. L. GUNNELL 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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The above-entitled matter came on for hearing before the 
above-entitled court, the Honorable F. L. Gunnell, District 
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Eskelsen vs Town of Perry et al, #860020079 
Judgment and Decree 
Judge, presiding and sitting without a jury on December 6th and 
7th, 1989. Various witnesses were called and testified in behalf 
of the petitioners and in behalf of the defendant. The court -
having heard the evidence and having entered its Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law, and being fully familiar in the premises, 
it is hereby, 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
1. This is a proceeding initiated by the petitioners, 
Eskelsens, seeking a determination as to the extent, ownership 
and relative priorities of water rights of Perry City, Eskelsen, 
and LaNez Norman pursuant to UTAH CODE ANNOTATED §73-4-24 (1981 
as amended). 
2. LaNez Norman is a person interested in said dispute who 
was given notice and filed an "Entry of Appearance, and Claim of 
Water Right" in said action and consented to the adjudication of 
any water rights claimed by said Norman in the "Stokes, Walker, 
and Davis Spring" area. 
3. This decree shall be interlocutory in nature, but shall 
control the rights of Eskelsens, the Town of Perry (hereinafter 
referred to as Perry) and Norman in and to all water involved in 
the "Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring" area, until a final Decree 
in the "general adjudication suit" is entered. 
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4. Perry is the record owner of certain real property 
located along the face of the Wasatch Mountains east of the Pine 
View Canal and east of two residences; one owned by the 
petitioners, Eskelsens, and one owned by LaNez Norman, The 
"Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring11 area is located upon the real 
property owned by Perry City, The parcel of property owned by 
Perry City is referred to as tract #03-159-0036 and is located in 
the South 1/2 of Section 36, Township 9 North, Range 2 West, 
SLB&M, consisting of 41.3 acres. The spring area is 
approximately 800 x 400 feet in dimension. 
5. Perry has made a valid appropriation of water by virtue 
of diverting and placing water to beneficial use prior to 1897 
and has continually used its water rights in the "Stokes, Walker, 
and Davis Spring" area from prior to 1897 to the present date. 
The quantity of water appropriated by Perry City is 
one-third second foot or not more than 150 gallons per minute. 
6. The petitioners, Eskelsens, and the claimant, Norman, 
are not entitled to claim any water rights in the spring area 
pursuant to any "Diligence Claim" by virtue of the fact that at 
one time in the Eskelsen and Norman chain of title, Perry was the 
record owner of both Eskelsen!s and Norman's parcels of property, 
and Perry conveyed said property to one of their predecessors in 
interest, Maud Davenport in 193 3. Therefore, pursuant to the 
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constitutional provisions of the State of Utah, Perry was 
prohibited from transferring any water rights to Davenport. 
Therefore, any water rights of Eskelsens or Norman in and to the 
"Stokes, Walker, Davis Spring11 area would have to be made 
pursuant to the appropriation statutes in effect in the State of 
Utah after 1933. The only application made, after 1933, was the 
approved application of Eskelsens No. 29-2973 (A59399) for .1 
second foot with a priority date of October 14, 1983. The time 
for completion for this application has been extended, but at 
this date the water sought by the application has not been put to 
beneficial use, nor have any diversion works been constructed by 
the applicant. This application is subject to Perryfs water 
rights and subject to the conditions of the State Engineer's 
Memorandum Decision dated April 27, 1984. 
7. While finding as a factual matter that Perry never 
forfeited any water right by non-use, since Perry always used the 
1/3 second foot, the court is, also, of the opinion that partial 
or proportionate forfeiture does not apply in the State of Utah 
because of the strong public policy of a municipality being 
prohibited from directly or indirectly disposing of water rights. 
Therefore, in order for Perry City to have lost any water rights 
they would have had to totally and completely not placed any 
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water from the "Stokes, Walker, and Davis Spring11 area to a 
beneficial use for a period of at least five years. The court 
further determines that since this municipality and other 
municipalities appropriate water from wells, springs, or surface 
flows, and municipalities try to reduce expenses by not pumping 
wells except when situations require, it would be contrary to 
public policy to allow partial or proportionate forfeiture. 
8. The dynamics of municipal water systems are such that 
economics may dictate changes in water supply systems and 
relative uses of water sources; forfeiture because of a temporary 
reduction in one area would be inappropriate and contrary to 
public policy. 
9. The court finds that Perry City has not interfered with 
any water rights of Eskelsens or Normans. 
10. Any water rights the Eskelsens may have are subservient 
to Perryfs water rights. 
11. Norman does not have any water rights in the spring 
area. 
DATED this
 r^pP day of February, 1990. 
BY THE COURT: 
F. L. ^ m , , ^ 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
r*Tl\T\JTTT T V r*71\T\JTTT T 
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